June 26, 2015

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING

Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20554


Dear Ms. Dortch,

On Wednesday, June 24, 2015, Scott Bergmann, Krista Witanowski, and Brian Josef of CTIA – The Wireless Association® (“CTIA”), together with Alex Starr and Brian Benison of AT&T; Charla Rath of Verizon; and Tom Dombrowsky of Wiley Rein, met with Erin McGrath, Legal Advisor to Commissioner Michael O’Rielly, to discuss issues in the above-captioned proceedings. A copy of the presentation discussed is included as an attachment to this ex parte filing. In this meeting, CTIA explained that the incentive auction represents a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for the Commission to make available much-needed spectrum for mobile broadband use and noted the wireless industry’s willingness to invest in spectrum rights so long as those spectrum rights are afforded the interference protections mandated by Congress in the 2012 Spectrum Act.

While CTIA has consistently supported rules that both maximize repurposing spectrum for licensed exclusive use in the 600 MHz band and provide for non-interfering unlicensed operations, CTIA stressed the importance that certainty has for potential bidders in the forward auction and reiterated that the current proposals concerning interference protections for licensed 600 MHz operations threaten to undermine the success of the incentive auction. In particular, and as detailed in the attached presentation, CTIA highlighted the real-world testing results of V-Comm which demonstrate that the Commission’s proposed technical rules for unlicensed operations in the 600 MHz guard bands and duplex gap would result in harmful interference to licensed services in violation of the Spectrum Act. To provide the necessary and statutorily-defined rights for 600 MHz licensees, CTIA reiterated the need for the Commission to increase out-of-band emission and frequency separation as outlined in V-Comm’s report. Finally, CTIA expressed its commitment to work with the Commission to implement technical rules for unlicensed 600 MHz operations in a manner that complies with the Spectrum Act, protects licensed services from harmful interference, and creates a framework that will facilitate a successful auction.
Pursuant to Section 1.1206 of the Commission’s rules, 47 C.F.R. § 1.1206, this letter is being electronically filed via ECFS. Please direct any questions to the undersigned.

Sincerely,

/s/ Krista L. Witanowski

Krista L. Witanowski
AVP, Regulatory Affairs
CTIA – The Wireless Association®
Unlicensed Operations in the 600 MHz Band
ET Docket Nos. 14-165 and 14-166

June 24, 2015
Overview

• Bidders in the Forward Auction Require Certainty To Invest in New Spectrum Rights in the Critically Important 600 MHz Band.

• The Commission is Required by the Spectrum Act to Protect Licensed 600 MHz Services from Harmful Interference Caused by Unlicensed Use of the Guard Bands.

• The Commission Can Make Adjustments to its Proposals That Will Protect Licensed Wireless Operations and Bring its Rules into Compliance with the Spectrum Act.
Forward Auction Participants Require Certainty To Invest

• The wireless industry has consistently demonstrated its ability to make significant investments in mobile broadband spectrum when provided certainty about the rights gained in the auction process.

• The Commission is under Congressional mandates to protect licensed 600 MHz services and to ensure that bidding in the forward auction covers the cost of the “incentives” for the reverse auction.
  – By adopting rules that fulfill the Spectrum Act’s mandate that unlicensed operations not cause interference to licensed 600 MHz services, the Commission will empower the wireless industry to invest with greater confidence, promoting the success of the incentive auction and the public interest.
  – The 600 MHz band presents novel challenges for bidders in the forward auction. For example, wireless bidders will, for the first time, be bidding on “generic” licenses rather than specific blocks.
  – Adopting rules that place licensed frequencies at a risk of harmful interference would significantly exacerbate the uncertainty for forward auction bidders.
The Spectrum Act Requires Protection from Harmful Interference

• The Spectrum Act emphasizes that the “Commission may not permit any use of a guard band that the Commission determines would cause harmful interference to licensed services.”
  – Therefore, in accordance with the Spectrum Act, unlicensed operations in the 600 MHz guard band and duplex gap can only be introduced through a regulatory framework that ensures that such operations do not raise harmful interference concerns.

• The FCC’s current proposals for the 600 MHz spectrum band fail to balance the statutorily protected rights of licensees.

• Real-world testing demonstrates that the Commission’s proposed rules for unlicensed operations will result in harmful interference to licensed wireless services in violation of the Spectrum Act.

• White Space proponents misunderstand LTE technical characteristics and testing parameters and have provided unsound test data.
FCC Proposals Would Result in Harmful Interference

- The degradation caused by wireless microphones and unlicensed white space devices under the Commission’s proposed framework plainly is “harmful interference” in violation of the Spectrum Act.
  - The Commission has generally based its finding of harmful interference on whether the introduction of a new use and/or service would disrupt the users of incumbent services.
  - V-COMM’s testing showed that licensed 600 MHz services would be seriously degraded, obstructed, and repeatedly interfered with under regular conditions.
  - Specifically, the 1 dB desensitization of an LTE receiver would result in a 14 percent loss in network coverage area and a 10-15 percent loss in throughput.
The Commission Can Make Adjustments to its Proposals That Will Protect Licensed Wireless Operations

• The Commission adopt protections to eliminate harmful interference.
  – The Commission should adopt more stringent OOBE limits.
  – The Commission should provide appropriate frequency buffers in the duplex gap and guard bands to separate licensed downlinks and white spaces devices/wireless microphones.

• Absent taking these needed steps to protect 600 MHz licensees from harmful interference, the Commission should list the 600 MHz spectrum affected by use of the guard bands and duplex gap as impaired in the forward auction.

• Additionally, the Commission should make clear that if its proposed interference protections do not fully protect licensed 600 MHz operations, white space devices/wireless microphones will be required to immediately cease transmissions, in accordance with the Spectrum Act requirements.